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...MAYBE IT`S JUST US.                                                                                                                     

[…]

„And what about the monster?“ Something strange happened to Percival. 
He yawned and stumbled, Jack grabbed him and shook him. „Where does 
it lodge?“
Percival slumped in Jack‘s hands.
„It must be a pretty clever critter,“ Piggy scoffed, „if it can hide on the is-
land.“
„Jack‘s been all over -“
„Where could that monster be hiding?“
„Monster, my ass!“
Percival muttered something, and again everyone laughed. Ralph leaned 
forward. „What did he say?“

[…]

And already the ramp was full of arguing, gesticulating shadows. To 
Ralph, still seated, it seemed like the loss of sanity. Fear, monsters, but no 
general agreement that fire was the most important thing. And when they 
tried to get things back on track, the argument digressed completely and 
raised new, uncomfortable questions.
Recognizing something in the dimness beside him, he grabbed Maurice‘s 
horn and blew as loud as he could.  The assembly fell silent, startled. Si-
mon stood next to Ralph and put his hands on the horn. Simon desperately 
needed to say something, but speaking in front of everyone was a terrify-
ing thing for him to do. „Perhaps,“ he said hesitantly, „perhaps there is a 
monster after all.“
Those gathered cried out wildly; Ralf stood dumbfounded. „You, Simon? 
You believe in it?“
„I don‘t know,“ Simon replied. His heartbeat constricted his throat. „But ...“
A storm broke loose.
„Sit down!“
„Shut up!“
„Take the horn!“
„Fuck you!“
„Shut up!“
Ralph shouted, „Listen to him! He‘s got the conch!“
„I just mean ... maybe it‘s just us.“
„Bullshit!“ said Piggy; he was so shocked that he lost his composure.
„Simon kept talking, „Maybe we‘re ...“ He was at a loss for words to put 
into words the basic evil of humanity. Then he thought of something: 
„What is the dirtiest thing there is?“ In reply, Jack threw the one crude, 
drastic word into the silence. The general excitement was tremendous. 
The little ones who had climbed back on the seesaw fell off again, but 
were not bothered by it. The hunters shrieked with delight.
Simon‘s effort was undone; the laughter pelted him brutally, and he sank 
down in his seat without any defense.“

[…]

Excerpt from: William Golding. „Lord of the Flies“. Novel 1954. P.100-101. 



ASAD FAULWELL (1982, USA)                                                                                            

Asad Faulwell works with formal as well as thematic repetitions and sym-
bolic attributions, which in its artistic execution is based in the interest in 
his family roots. The central focus of most of the Iranian American artists 
works, are monochrome painted portraits of women whose portraits fade 
into the background covered with small-scale painted ornaments. 
The series of works on Les Femmes D’Alger gives homage to the forgotten 
Algerian women who fought alongside their male counterparts in the war 
of independence from French occupation between 1954 and 1962. 

Instagram
                                                                                                                                                  

LES FEMMES D‘ALGER 
2021
ACRYLIC AND MIXED MEDIA ON CANVAS
102 × 76 CM, 40 × 30 IN

UNIQUE 

REQUEST

                                                                                                                                                      

ANDREW SCHLOULTZ (1975, US)                                                                                                            

Andrew Schoultz approaches social and political issues in a painterly 
manner and represents an all-encompassing, historical position. In his 
densely layered paintings, he explores recurring patterns of behavior 
in history in relation to war, natural disasters and globalization. His wide 
range of historical references illustrates not only Schoultz’s interests 
and influences, but also his idea of illustrating the cyclical nature of se-
cular history through the use and juxtaposition of archaic and modern 
symbols, as well as iconography. 

Instagram
                                                                                                                                                  

STRUGGLE (HIDING PLAIN SIGHT)
2020
ACRYLIC ON CANVAS,
152 × 121,5 CM, 60 × 48 IN

UNIQUE

REQUEST

                                                                                                                                                      

https://www.instagram.com/asadfaulwell/
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Asad%20Faulwell%20%3A%20Les%20Femmes%20D%27alger%20Request
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Asad%20Faulwell%20%3A%20Les%20Femmes%20D%C3%A1lger%20Request
https://www.instagram.com/aschoultz/
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Andrew%20Schoultz%20%3A%20Struggle%20%28Hiding%20Plain%20Sight%29
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Asad%20Faulwell%20%3A%20Les%20Femmes%20D%C3%A1lger%20Request


CONRAD RUIZ (1983, US)                                                                                                 

Conrad Ruiz’ artistic process begins as an archival project: The artist 
saves photographs from various sources that are particularly rich in both 
content and composition. He then paints these images, sometimes with 
slight modifications to better integrate them into his visual world. 

For his new works Ruiz opted for watercolor as opposed to oil or acrylic 
paints. Water might extinguish fire, but when mixed with pigment, it also 
creates it: the sense of flux and flow that such diluted paint imparts on 
paper gives his field of flames a sense of immediacy.

Instagram

                                                                                                                                                  

GLEAMING THE CUBE
2021
WATERCOLOR ON PAPER
140,5 × 172 CM, 55,5 × 67,7 IN
FRAMED

UNIQUE 

REQUEST

                                                                                                                                                      

https://www.instagram.com/zomgconradical/
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Conrad%20Ruiz%20%3A%20Gleaming%20the%20Cube%20Request
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Asad%20Faulwell%20%3A%20Les%20Femmes%20D%C3%A1lger%20Request


                                                                                                                                              
THE ZULU ARRANGEMENT 
(NOTES BEFORE THE MFECANE)
2016
ACRYLIC, DEER HIDE
128 × 76 CM, 50 × 30 IN

UNIQUE 

SOLD                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                 

ON THE TRAGIC FOLLY OF HOLOFERNES
REPLAYED AT THE AMERICAN OPHIR TWO 
MILLENIA LATER
2014
ACRYLIC, DEER HIDE
137 × 137 CM, 54 × 54 IN

UNIQUE 

SOLD                                                                                                                                                  

UMAR RASHID (1976, US)                                                                                                          

Umar Rashid is a painter, illustrator, part-time sculptor but more import-
antly a natural storyteller. The artist constructs alternative historical 
and mythological narratives by reimagining romantic history painting and 
eighteenth-century colonial scenes. 

Playing with the imagination of what is true or false, his works challenge 
the viewer with an arcane iconographic language of cultural references, 
whether historical materials such as Egyptian hieroglyphs or contemporary 
elements such as the hip-hop era of the 1980s and 1990s. 

Instagram

mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Umar%20Rashid%20%3A%20The%20Zulu%20Arrangement%20%0D%28Notes%20before%20the%20Mfecane%29%20Request
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Umar%20Rashid%20%3A%20The%20Zulu%20Arrangement%20%0D%28Notes%20before%20the%20Mfecane%29%20Request
https://www.instagram.com/frohawktwofeathers/


...MAYBE IT`S JUST US.                                                                                                                     

SEPTEMBER 4 - 25 
GROUPSHOW WITH ANDREW SCHOULTZ (US), ASAD FAULWELL (US), 
CONRAD RUIZ (US) AND UMAR RASHID (US).

OPENING RECEPTION SEPTEMBER 4
2 to 8 pm

REGULAR OPENING HOURS 
Wednesday - Saturday 2 to 7 pm

Exhibition

18 RUE DUSSOUBS 75002 PARIS 
+33 626 857080 INFO@GALERIEDROSTE.DE
WWW.GALERIEDROSTE.DE

https://www.galeriedroste.de/exhibitions/37664/maybe-it-is-just-us
mailto:info%40galeriedroste.de?subject=Request%20%3A%20...maybe%20it%C2%B4s%20just%20us.%20
http://www.galeriedroste.de

